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FLOATING FOREST

Imagine a fl ying forest.
A forest where the tree tops tickle the sky and the tree trunks are not touching the ground.
Imagine your gaze unobstructed, twirling by the leaves rustle.
The ease in which this project present itself implies a profound contemplation on the 
relationship man - nature, on the distances that separate them.
The installation appears as a ‘Cabinet de curiosités’: outside an object foreign to the context, 
inside a forest suspended between the sky and the ground.
Mirror devices, wrapped around the three trunks, create the illusion of a suspended forest. The 
foliage bathed in light wraps the visitors, whom - disoriented - are introduced into a fairytale 
space where their image itself reconstructs the earthly bond between canopy and tree: man and 
nature come together in a single vital composition.
The game of refl ection stimulates the curiosity of visitors, investigating their own perception of 
what they see in real time and what they reconstruct with the eyes of memory.
A surprise ending, where illusion gives way to contemplation. And the cycle begins again.

Legend

Plan of installation
Scale 1:100

Concept

Grass 
20 mq

Wood white painted panels with inner metal structure
H. 3 m

Box with 4 sides. Each is covered with refl ecting fi lm
Square based, side 0,3 m

Shape with 3 sides. Each is covered with refl ecting fi lm
Square based, side 0,3 m

Acer Campestre
Ø 0,25 m
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White room
Unmaterial

Reflecting shapes
Curiosity

The grid
Nature reigns
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The complete project
Experience

Exploded axonometric view Entrance and exit views

Refl ecting shapes

Section
Scale 1:100

24 parallelepipeds covered all over
with refl ecting fi lm

4 parallelepipeds covered on 3 sides
with a refl ecting fi lm and with an open side.

The visitors can see the tree trunks only when 
they turn their backs at the end of the visit.

Structure detail

Global inner view
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Entrance view

Exit view


